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You are welcomed to come to our factory to buy the latest selling, low price, and high-quality
Zhongyuan® Catalyst CS90. We look forward to cooperating with you.We will always adhere to the
principle of "quality first, client first," and we cordially invite customers to visit us for consultation.

Catalyst CS90 Summary:

Customized high quality Zhongyuan® Catalyst CS90 with factory price is a kind of equilibrium
catalyst which suitable for polyurethane foam.It is specially developed for soft mass cotton foamed
in chlorinated solvent.Especially suitable for sponges with CaCO3. Accelerate the volatilization of
dichloromethane, shorten the time in the foam body, and solve the problems of foam breaking.

Catalyst CS90 Detail:

It is used in medium and high density foaming system to provide operating tolerance and good
catalytic activity, which is 1.4 times that of traditional amine A33.Effectively improve the opening of
foam, with good opening effect, suitable for middle and high density, high rebound, slow rebound
foam sponge, can reduce the smell of foam and VOC, in the middle and high density can provide
good tolerance.Dosage is about 0.6 parts of A33 liquid amine.

1. Increase air permeability

2. Enhance the softness of foam

3.It is Better for the balance which between foaming reaction and gel reaction, easier control of the
reaction process

Catalyst CS90

High quality Zhongyuan® Catalyst CS90 with right
price is a kind of equilibrium catalyst which suitable for
polyurethane foam.It is specially developed for soft
mass cotton foamed in chlorinated solvent.Especially
suitable for sponges with CaCO3. Accelerate the
volatilization of dichloromethane, shorten the time in
the foam body, and solve the problems of foam
breaking.
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4.Good compatibility with other additive

Catalyst CS90 Applications :Industrial

middle and high density, high rebound, slow rebound foam sponge

Catalyst CS90 Usage&Packing:

Usage:Add into polyol and full mixing

Packing: 25 Kgs


